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Abstract: In this study, a body-centered cubic (BCC) lattice unit cell occupied inside a frame structure
to create a so-called “InsideBCC” is considered. The equivalent quasi-isotropic properties required
to describe the material behavior of the InsideBCC unit cell are equivalent Young’s modulus (Ee ),
equivalent shear modulus (Ge ), and equivalent Poisson’s ratio (νe ). The finite element analysis
(FEA) based computational approach is used to simulate and calculate the mechanical responses
of InsideBCC unit cell, which are the mechanical responses of the equivalent solid. Two separates
finite element models are then developed for samples under compression: one with a 6 × 6 × 4 cell
InsideBCC lattice cell structure (LCS) and one completely solid with equivalent solid properties
obtained from a unit cell model. In addition, 6 × 6 × 4 cell specimens are fabricated on a fused
deposition modeling (FDM) uPrint SEplus 3D printer using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
material and tested experimentally under quasi-static compression load. Then, the results extracted
from the finite element simulation of both the entire lattice and the equivalent solid models are
compared with the experimental data. A good agreement between the experimental stress–strain
behavior and that obtained from the FEA models is observed within the linear elastic limit.
Keywords: lattice cell structures; InsideBCC; equivalent solid properties; three-dimensional printing

1. Introduction
Lattice cell structures (LCS) are the engineered porous structures that are composed of periodic unit
cells in three dimensions. Such structures have many scientific and engineering applications, such as
in thermal systems, gas technology, mechanical and aerospace structures, etc., for which lightweight,
high strength, and energy absorption capabilities are essential properties [1–8]. Additionally, combining
different unit cell configurations, such as a frame structure and a body-centered cubic (BCC) structure
(Figure 1), will provide higher strength and higher stiffness LCS. Such a combined LCS is termed as
InsideBCC in this paper. It has been shown that the combining unit cells such as lattice structures
inside the tube, BCC with vertical struts at each node, BCC with vertical struts in alternate layers,
and BCC with gradient distributed vertical struts, contribute to the buckling and bending resistance and
enhancement in energy absorption performance as well as the high specific strength and stiffness [9–12].
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Figure 1. Combining frame and body‐centered cubic (BCC) unit cells to develop an InsideBCC unit
cell.

Figure 1. Combining frame and body-centered cubic (BCC) unit cells to develop an InsideBCC unit cell.
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2. General Methodology
The main goal of this research was to develop an elastic material to predict the mechanical
response of combining a lattice cell structure, which is called InsideBCC. Additionally, the current
study could be used to find the effect of vertical and horizontal struts on the mechanical response of
lattice cells within the elastic limit when compared with its BCC counterpart [16]. An InsideBCC unit
cell is a representative volume element (RVE) that is used to generate equivalent solid mechanical
responses. These mechanical properties would be used to create the equivalent solid material model,
which is identical to the mechanical response of a whole lattice structure. Only periodic boundary
conditions provide the correct equivalent properties of a unit cell since it was used as an RVE.
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The general methodology strategy is schematically showed in Figure 2 in which the InsideBCC
unit cell was used as a model for predicting the mechanical responses of the full-scale lattice structure.
The following were the steps process flow of this research:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
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(STL), which is a format used to define the sample geometry of a 3D printer software Stratasys
Catalyst [18]. These samples were fabricated by a fused deposition modeling (FDM) based uPrint SE
plus 3D printer [19] using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) material. Furthermore, the printer
nozzle temperature of 300 ◦ C and the chamber temperature of 77 ◦ C were maintained, which were used
as default temperature settings for all the specimens that were printed. Three samples were fabricated
to conduct the experimental quasi-static compression test for validation of the results obtained from
both the FEA models of equivalent solid material and whole lattice structure. Those specimens were
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plus 3D printer [19] using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) material. Furthermore, the printer
nozzle temperature of 300 °C and the chamber temperature of 77 °C were maintained, which were
used as default temperature settings for all the specimens that were printed. Three samples were
fabricated
J. Compos. Sci.
2020, 4, to
74 conduct the experimental quasi‐static compression test for validation of the results
4 of 12
obtained from both the FEA models of equivalent solid material and whole lattice structure. Those
specimens were fabricated with support material, which was removed using a Stratasys cleaning
apparatus, SCA, 1200HT [20]. The printing parameters selected for this research were based on the
fabricated
with support material, which was removed using a Stratasys cleaning apparatus, SCA,
references [9,10,16,21].

1200HT [20]. The printing parameters selected for this research were based on the references [9,10,16,21].
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design
in MTD;
(b) fabricated
sample under
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compression; and (c) zoomed-in view of 3D printed sample within compression test fixture.

4. Finite Element Modeling
Both the InsideBCC unit cell (for steps a and c in Section 2) and LCS (for step d in Section 2) were
designed and meshed using the intervention technique, which was developed in the micromechanics
technique of ABAQUS/CAE 6.17 software. The developing micromechanics technique (DMT) has
drastically simplified the selection of element types during mesh generation for a combining cellular
structure. The DMT method addresses the challenges associated with the complexity of the
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4. Finite Element Modeling
Both the InsideBCC unit cell (for steps a and c in Section 2) and LCS (for step d in Section 2) were
designed and meshed using the intervention technique, which was developed in the micromechanics
technique of ABAQUS/CAE 6.17 software. The developing micromechanics technique (DMT) has
drastically simplified the selection of element types during mesh generation for a combining cellular
structure. The DMT method addresses the challenges associated with the complexity of the InsideBCC
unit cell and LCS to generate hexahedral mesh. The general process flow of the DMT method is
schematically illustrated in Figure 5 in which the InsideBCC unit cell and LCS were designed and
meshed. Seven essential steps are to: (1) create the single strut by using five points in one plane as a
deformable coordinates point; (2) create four struts as a basis of a frame; (3) generate the frame by a
mirror and then by using cell partition, which is defined as a cutting plane in order to complete the
whole frame; (4) as a separate process, generate a single BCC unit lattice cell; (5) join the BCC unit cell
inside the frame to create the InsideBCC unit cell; (6) using the linear pattern in order to generate the
number of unit cells in all direction x, y, and z; and (7) finally, generate mesh using mesh controls by
selecting the Hex option.
J. Compos. Sci. 2020, 4, x
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which in turn gives the capability to use a first‐order hexahedron continuum solid element with linear
brick reduced integration (C3D8R).
Since meshing is significantly better at providing accurate results, both mesh sensitivity analysis
and the type of mesh generation were considered. To achieve FEA with high performance, in this
work, a mesh sensitivity analysis was performed on a unit cell. Accordingly, mesh sensitivity was
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which in turn gives the capability to use a first-order hexahedron continuum solid element with linear
brick reduced integration (C3D8R).
Since meshing is significantly better at providing accurate results, both mesh sensitivity analysis
and the type of mesh generation were considered. To achieve FEA with high performance, in this
work, a mesh sensitivity analysis was performed on a unit cell. Accordingly, mesh sensitivity was
performed by observing the stiffness versus the total number of the elements under compression,
which is illustrated in Figure 6. Additionally, this curve illustrated the mesh convergence that occurred
when the mesh size decreased from 1.25 (coarse) to 0.19 (fine) when the percentage variation of stiffness
was within 2%. Based on this percentage, the acceptable mesh size chosen from the mesh convergence
study was 0.35 mm, the total number of elements was 2400 elements, and the amount of stiffness was
230.39 N/mm. A discretized model shows the acceptable mesh size employed for the InsideBCC model
illustrated
in 4,
Figure
6 as an insert. In this research, the same procedure was followed to perform
J.isCompos.
Sci. 2020,
x
7 ofthe
13
mesh sensitivity analysis for all FE models.

Figure 6. Mesh sensitivity study of the InsideBCC unit cell (5 × 5 × 5) mm and d = 1 mm for mesh size
Figure 6. Mesh sensitivity study of the InsideBCC unit cell (5 × 5 × 5) mm and d = 1 mm for mesh size
from 1.25 mm (coarse) to 0.19 mm (fine).
from 1.25 mm (coarse) to 0.19 mm (fine).

4.1.2. Boundary Conditions
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in Figure 7b. Shear displacement was applied on the top plate while the other face was kept fixed for
all degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 7b. The displacement loading was applied using the
dynamic explicit FEA simulation.
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Figure 7. (a) Boundary conditions of the unit cell FEA model for the elastic modulus and Poisson’s
Figure 7. (a) Boundary conditions of the unit cell FEA model for the elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio in all three directions x, y, and z. (b) Boundary conditions of the unit cell FEA model for the shear
ratio in all three directions x, y, and z. (b) Boundary conditions of the unit cell FEA model for the
modulus in all three directions x, y, and z.
shear modulus in all three directions x, y, and z.

4.1.3. Material Properties
4.1.3. Material Properties
The bulk material properties of ABS used in the finite element models of the InsideBCC unit
Theillustrated
bulk material
properties
of ABS used inthree
the finite
elementwere
models
of the InsideBCC
unit the
cell
cell are
in Table
1. Experimentally,
specimens
investigated
to measure
are
illustrated
in
Table
1.
Experimentally,
three
specimens
were
investigated
to
measure
the
material
material properties of the bulk material according to ASTM-D695, ISO 604 for standard compression
properties
of thefor
bulk
material
to ASTM‐D695, ISO 604 for standard compression and
and
ASTM-D882
tension
testsaccording
[9–16].
ASTM‐D882 for tension tests [9–16].
Young’s Modulus
(MPa)
Young’s
Modulus
861.55
(MPa)

Table 1. Bulk material properties of ABS material.
Table 1. Bulk material properties of ABS material.

Poisson’s
Ratio

Poisson’s
0.35
Ratio

Density
(g/mm3 )

Density
7.92 × 10−4
(g/mm3)

Yield Strength
(MPa)
Yield

25.75
Strength
(MPa)

7.92Material
×
4.2. InsideBCC
LCS and Equivalent
Solid
Model
861.55
0.35
25.75
10−4

Ultimate Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Ultimate Tensile
Strength
33.33
(MPa)
33.33

Plastic Strain
(mm/mm)
Plastic
0.045
Strain
(mm/mm)

0.045

To demonstrate the performance of development of an elastic material model for InsideBCC
lattice
cell structures,
separate
finite
element
models were developed under the compression
4.2. InsideBCC
LCS andtwo
Equivalent
Solid
Material
Model
load: one with a 6 × 6 × 4 cell InsideBCC lattice structure (for step d in Section 2) and one entirely
the performance
of development
an elastic material
model
solid To
(fordemonstrate
step e in Section
2). The optimized
discretizedof
simulations
of a 30 mm
× 30for
mmInsideBCC
× 20 mm
lattice
cell
structures,
two
separate
finite
element
models
were
developed
under
the
compression
combining a lattice structure with a 5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm unit cell having a strut diameter
of 1 mm
load: one
a 6mm
× 6××30
4 mm
cell ×
InsideBCC
lattice structure
(for step
d in8b)
Section
2) and one
entirely
(Figure
8a)with
and 30
20 mm equivalent
solid material
(Figure
are illustrated
in Figure
8.
solid
(for
step
e
in
Section
2).
The
optimized
discretized
simulations
of
a
30
mm
×
30
mm
×
20
mm
The heterogeneous LCS in Figure 8a and the equivalent solid material in Figure 8b were simulated
combining
a lattice
structure
a 5 mmwas
× 5 generated
mm × 5 mm
cell having
a strut
diameter
of 1 mm
with
hexagonal
elements.
The with
LCS model
andunit
meshed
using the
DMT
micromechanics
(Figure 8a)asand
30 mmin
× 30
× 20 mm
equivalent
solid material
(Figure
are optimum
illustratedsensitivity
in Figure
technique
described
themm
previous
section.
Interestingly,
the study
of the8b)
mesh
8.
The
heterogeneous
LCS
in
Figure
8a
and
the
equivalent
solid
material
in
Figure
8b
were
simulated
analysis shows the number of elements for the heterogeneous lattice structure model was 345,600 while
with
hexagonal
elements.
model
was
and meshed
using
DMT
the
number
of elements
for theThe
solidLCS
material
model
wasgenerated
144,000, illustrated
in Figure
8. Inthe
addition,
micromechanics
as described
in the
the mesh
previous
Interestingly,
the study
the mesh
the
time required technique
for that study
to generate
andsection.
seed part
for the LCS model
wasofabout
12 h
optimum
sensitivity
analysis
shows
the
number
of
elements
for
the
heterogeneous
lattice
structure
without running the FE simulation while the time required for creating the solid material model
was
model
was
345,600
while
the
number
of
elements
for
the
solid
material
model
was
144,000,
illustrated
about one second.
in Figure 8. In addition, the time required for that study to generate the mesh and seed part for the
LCS model was about 12 h without running the FE simulation while the time required for creating
the solid material model was about one second.
The raw material properties used for the LCS (Figure 8a) simulation of the FE model are shown
previously in Table 1, whereas the equivalent solid properties obtained from the previous section
was used for the solid model shown in Figure 8b.
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Figure8.8.FEA
FEA
mesh
simulation
(a) the
InsideBCC
lattice
cell structure
(LCS)
model
and
Figure
mesh
of of
fullfull
simulation
for for
(a) the
InsideBCC
lattice
cell structure
(LCS)
model
and (b)
(b)
the
equivalent
solid
model.
the equivalent solid model.

The raw
material
properties
used for
for (a)
thethe
LCS (Figure lattice
8a) simulation
of the
FEmodel
modeland
are(b)
shown
Figure
8. FEA
mesh
of full simulation
cellthe
structure
(LCS)
To
mimic
precise
boundary
conditions
of theInsideBCC
experimental test,
top and
bottom
faces of
both
previously
in Table
1, whereas
the equivalent solid properties obtained from the previous section was
the equivalent
model.
the InsideBCC
LCSsolid
in Figure
8a and the equivalent solid model in Figure 8b were tied to perfect rigid
used for the solid model shown in Figure 8b.
plates for all degrees of freedom. In that manner, a displacement load was applied on the top face of
To
To mimic
mimic precise
precise boundary
boundary conditions
conditions of
of the
the experimental
experimental test,
test, the
the top
top and
and bottom
bottomfaces
facesof
ofboth
both
the model to move towards the bottom face. The stress–strain curves for both the fully lattice structure
the
theInsideBCC
InsideBCCLCS
LCSin
inFigure
Figure8a
8aand
andthe
theequivalent
equivalentsolid
solidmodel
modelin
inFigure
Figure8b
8bwere
weretied
tiedto
toperfect
perfectrigid
rigid
and equivalent solid model are illustrated in Figure 9 inclusive of the experimental results. In this
plates
plates for
for all
all degrees
degrees of
of freedom.
freedom. In
Inthat
thatmanner,
manner, aa displacement
displacementload
loadwas
wasapplied
appliedon
onthe
thetop
topface
faceof
of
figure, the experimental stress–strain plot was created based on the average modulus of elasticity of
the
themodel
modelto
tomove
movetowards
towardsthe
thebottom
bottomface.
face.The
Thestress–strain
stress–straincurves
curvesfor
forboth
boththe
thefully
fullylattice
latticestructure
structure
three LCS samples.
and
and equivalent
equivalent solid
solid model
model are
are illustrated
illustrated in
in Figure
Figure 99 inclusive
inclusive of
of the experimental
experimental results.
results. In
In this
this
figure,
figure, the
the experimental
experimental stress–strain
stress–strainplot
plotwas
was created
created based
based on
on the
the average
average modulus
modulusof
ofelasticity
elasticityof
of
three
three LCS
LCS samples.
samples.

Figure 9. Comparison of the FEA simulation of the LCS model, experimental test, and equivalent solid
model.
Figure 9. Comparison of the FEA simulation of the LCS model, experimental test, and equivalent

Figure
9. Comparison
5. Results
Discussionof the FEA simulation of the LCS model, experimental test, and equivalent solid
solidand
model.
model.

5.1. Load–Displacement Behavior
5. Results and Discussion
For InsideBCC configuration, load–displacement data from three samples (experimental) were
plotted
in one diagramBehavior
to investigate the specimen to specimen variation under the compression
5.1. Load–Displacement
load. The stress–stain behavior of three InsideBCC samples is illustrated in Figure 10. In this paper,
For InsideBCC configuration, load–displacement data from three samples (experimental) were
plotted in one diagram to investigate the specimen to specimen variation under the compression
load. The stress–stain behavior of three InsideBCC samples is illustrated in Figure 10. In this paper,
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5.1. Load–Displacement Behavior
For InsideBCC configuration, load–displacement data from three samples (experimental)10were
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plotted in one diagram to investigate the specimen to specimen variation under the compression
load.
The stress–stain
behavior
of threeconfiguration
InsideBCC samples
is illustrated
in Figure
10. In this
paper,
the
mechanical
behavior
of InsideBCC
under the
compression
load within
the elastic
the mechanical
behavior
of InsideBCC
configuration
loadconsidered,
within the elastic
limit
was discussed.
In other
words, the
elastic limitunder
until the
the compression
yield point was
which
limit
was
discussed.
In
other
words,
the
elastic
limit
until
the
yield
point
was
considered,
which
means
means the stages of lattice cell failure were not included in this study.
the stages of lattice cell failure were not included in this study.

Figure 10.
10. Stress–strain
Stress–strain curves
curves for
for three
three InsideBCC
InsideBCC specimens.
specimens.
Figure

5.2. Comparison between Experimental and FEA Model
5.2. Comparison between Experimental and FEA Model
To show the implementation of the proposed equivalent solid material model method, two separate
To show the implementation of the proposed equivalent solid material model method, two
finite element models were developed for specimens under compression simulation. One of them
separate finite element models were developed for specimens under compression simulation. One of
is the InsideBCC lattice structure model with the raw material properties and the other one was
them is the InsideBCC lattice structure model with the raw material properties and the other one was
the completely solid material model with equivalent properties to the InsideBCC unit cell. The
the completely solid material model with equivalent properties to the InsideBCC unit cell. The
equivalent solid material properties obtained from unit cell models were Ee = 46.12 MPa, Ge = 21.77
equivalent solid material properties obtained from unit cell models were Ee = 46.12 MPa, Ge = 21.77
MPa, and νe = 0.42. The outcomes of both FE models (the heterogeneous lattice structure model
MPa, and νe = 0.42. The outcomes of both FE models (the heterogeneous lattice structure model and
and equivalent solid material model) were validated with the experimental result of 3D printed LCS.
equivalent solid material model) were validated with the experimental result of 3D printed LCS. The
The load–displacement data in Figure 10 were converted to stress–strain plots and the slope of the
load–displacement data in Figure 10 were converted to stress–strain plots and the slope of the linear
linear region was used to calculate modulus of elasticity of LCS. The experimental stress–strain plot in
region was used to calculate modulus of elasticity of LCS. The experimental stress–strain plot in
Figure 9 was based on the average modulus of elasticity from three LCS samples. The stress–strain
Figure 9 was based on the average modulus of elasticity from three LCS samples. The stress–strain
plots acquired from the lattice cell structure of FEA (black solid circles), equivalent solid material (blue
plots acquired from the lattice cell structure of FEA (black solid circles), equivalent solid material
solid circles), and the experimental test of 3D printed LCS (brown line) were compared with each
(blue solid circles), and the experimental test of 3D printed LCS (brown line) were compared with
other as shown in Figure 9. The proposed equivalent solid material had the capability to capture the
each other as shown in Figure 9. The proposed equivalent solid material had the capability to capture
mechanical behavior of a large-scale heterogeneous lattice structure model. As it can be observed from
the mechanical behavior of a large‐scale heterogeneous lattice structure model. As it can be observed
Figure 9, there was good agreement within the linear elastic limit among the results of the overall lattice
from Figure 9, there was good agreement within the linear elastic limit among the results of the
cell structure model, the equivalent solid material model, and the experimental work. Accordingly, the
overall lattice cell structure model, the equivalent solid material model, and the experimental work.
equivalent solid material model for a lattice-based structure gave accurate and acceptable capturing
Accordingly, the equivalent solid material model for a lattice‐based structure gave accurate and
for the mechanical behavior of a full-scale heterogeneous lattice structure.
acceptable capturing for the mechanical behavior of a full‐scale heterogeneous lattice structure.

5.3. Comparison between BCC LCS and InsideBCC CLCS
Representative load–displacement behavior of both BCC and InsideBCC ABS samples were
plotted together to compare the variation of compression behavior, which is illustrated in Figure 11.
For the BCC sample the maximum failure or peak load was about 500 N while the InsideBCC sample
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Representative load–displacement behavior of both BCC and InsideBCC ABS samples were plotted
together to compare the variation of compression behavior, which is illustrated in Figure 11. For the
BCC sample the maximum failure or peak load was about 500 N while the InsideBCC sample was
about
4000
Thus,
J.
Compos.
Sci. N.
2020,
4, x it could be concluded that the InsideBCC lattice cell structures involving vertical
11 of 13
and horizontal struts shows enormously higher stiffness and failure load than the BCC geometry.
Additionally,
from the areafrom
underthe
thearea
load–displacement
curve, the strain energy
lowest
geometry. Additionally,
under the load–displacement
curve,absorption
the strainis energy
for the BCCisfeature,
InsideBCC
had the configuration
largest one. Stiffness,
absorption
lowest while
for thethe
BCC
feature, configuration
while the InsideBCC
had the failure
largest load,
one.
and
energy
absorption
for
various
parameters
such
as
the
strut
diameter,
cell
size,
and
processing
Stiffness, failure load, and energy absorption for various parameters such as the strut diameter, cell
factors
will
be further
investigated
by developing
a surrogate
model using
the intelligent
method.
size,
and
processing
factors
will be further
investigated
by developing
a surrogate
model using
the
The
improved
mechanical
performance
of InsideBCC
LCS of
can
be used for
specific
that
intelligent
method.
The improved
mechanical
performance
InsideBCC
LCS
can beapplications
used for specific
required unique
characteristics. characteristics.
applications
thatload–displacement
required unique load–displacement

Figure 11.
curves for
Figure
11. Comparison
Comparison of
of load—displacement
load—displacement curves
for BCC
BCC and
and InsideBCC
InsideBCC configurations:
configurations: BCC
BCC
sample
(brawn
line)
and
InsideBCC
sample
(blue
line).
sample (brawn line) and InsideBCC sample (blue line).

6. Summary and Remarks
6. Summary and Remarks
In this paper, the equivalent solid material model was developed such that the equivalent
In this paper, the equivalent solid material model was developed such that the equivalent
properties of heterogeneous unit cell configuration (InsideBCC) were used to mimic the behavior of
properties of heterogeneous unit cell configuration (InsideBCC) were used to mimic the behavior of
the mechanical response of heterogeneous lattice structures involving vertical and horizontal struts
the mechanical response of heterogeneous lattice structures involving vertical and horizontal struts
for engineering design exploration. Consequently, the equivalent solid material model of InsideBCC
for engineering design exploration. Consequently, the equivalent solid material model of InsideBCC
configuration is very quick, accurate and practical when compared with a numerical model of the
configuration is very quick, accurate and practical when compared with a numerical model of the
full-scale heterogeneous lattice structure. Therefore, developing an equivalent solid material not only
full‐scale heterogeneous lattice structure. Therefore, developing an equivalent solid material not only
demonstrates the computational time reduction from several days to few minutes but also provides
demonstrates the computational time reduction from several days to few minutes but also provides
an efficient analysis for FE simulation of InsideBCC LCS. Besides, one of the biggest challenges is to
an efficient analysis for FE simulation of InsideBCC LCS. Besides, one of the biggest challenges is to
use FDM based 3D printing technology to create the InsideBCC lattice structure with vertical and
use FDM based 3D printing technology to create the InsideBCC lattice structure with vertical and
horizontal struts. As a futuristic technique for this research, a surrogate model will be developed to
horizontal struts. As a futuristic technique for this research, a surrogate model will be developed to
determine the equivalent material properties for larger and more complicated combined LCS, with any
determine the equivalent material properties for larger and more complicated combined LCS, with
arbitrary cell size, strut diameter, and type of material, which can be used for FEA simulations with a
any arbitrary cell size, strut diameter, and type of material, which can be used for FEA simulations
considerable reduction in the computational time.
with a considerable reduction in the computational time.
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